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1 1 v e r v i e w
The objective of this report is to provide an overvia w o
f
activity master planning in the United S t a t e s N a v y . First* de-
finitions, k ay Players, and funding are addressed. The h i s t o r y
of urban planning is reviewed due to its Parallels w i t h N a v y
master Planning. Some general problems associated with planning
are then discussed.
From this basis an overview of the master planning docu-
ment and steps for completion are o u t 1 i n e d . T h e following chap-
ters are devoted to specific sections of the master plan in-
cluding requirements analysis, analysis of constraints, concept
development, and results. Two master plan developments from the
1 3 6 ' s and one from the 1 9 8 ' s are reviewed to s h o w v a r i o u s
considerations when producing a master plan. The final chapter
covers so m e challenges i n v o 1 v e d w i t h ere a t i n g the be s t w c r k i n
s
d o c u m e n t .
1.2 Definition
F o r ma n y years, U n l t e d States N a v a 1 bases w ere const r u c t a d
to meet current needs an d m i s s i o n s wit h out r e g a r d t o a n y 1 o n -=
range planning. In other words no overall planning was in v o k e d

to cons t ruct the activities i n a logical fashion. D u r i n g a n d
after World War II, the naval base in Argentiai Newfoundland?
3 r a w tremendously and p r o b 1 e m s d e v eloped due t o this lac k o f
planning. Reviewing the overall disorganization at Argent ia
spurred the N a v y to begin developing the concept of ma s t e
r
planning.
Ma star planning is defined as the "scientific art of :: m
-
P r e h e n s i v e planning performed for an act" v i t y o r a c o
m
p 1 e < o f
activities to assure the timely and orderly p h y s i c a 1 d e v e 1 o p
m e n t of facilities required to support present and future mili-
tary operations" (9:4-41). The idea behind the master planning
process is to integrate the environment of the b a s e into a log-
ical "whole". The base environment includes natural resources
as well as ma n ma d e structures and operational requirements. I
t
also includes any areas of mutual interest w i t h the s u r rounding
commun i t y
.
The master Plan becomes the official planning document for-
th e activity after it is approved by the Chief o f Naval p e r a -
t i o n s . It details the present composition of the base in
graphic and narrative f o r m s and outlines the d e v e 1 o p m e n t n e e d e
c
t o m e e t the m i s s i o n an d o p e r a t i o n a 1 w o r k load o f the a c t i v it/.
The plan also provides i n f o r ma t i o n for t h e e a pa n s i o n cap a b i 1 i t /
of the base in t e r m s of structures to m e e t an increased o r ad-
ditional mission. The master d 1 a n is the oasis for all Planning
r a c ommendations and proposa T f P r o v i d e s t h e c o n t i n u i t y be
t vje e n changes of c o mma n d and individuals

As mentioned p r a v i o u s 1 y ? the C h i e f of N a v a 1 p e r a t ions
(CNO) has final approval of the master plan, yet it is the
basis for planning for the activity. Between the C NC and the
a c t i v i t y are several 1 e v els of review and support. Outlined in
Figure 1 are the chains of comma nd for facilities matters in
the Navy (9:1-13). The main players in the master planning pro-
cess are the public works department ( PWD ) at each activity and
the various Engineering Field Divisions ( EFD ' s . The EFD is a
field representative of the Naval Facilities Engineering Com-
mand (NAVFACENGCOM). NAVFACENGCOM provides technical assistance
a n d a u t oma tic data processing support for facilities Planning
and p r o g r a mm i n g
.
NAVFACE N GCOM h as develops d a p r o g r a m to p r o d u c e c o m pra-
hensive master plans. The appropriate EFD prepares the master
plan using an i n - h o u s e team o r contracting w i t h a n Architect-
Engineer firm. (There are si;-? EFD's that support all the Navy





assigned to a specific EFD depending on the region in w h i c h it
is located.) The activity? t h r o u g h the PWD. participates in the
master plan development to ensure that the end p r o d u c t i s a
icument that supports the planning requirements *• h •=
!he PWD provides guidance on current facility sites and ar
me n t s .
i o i i a =

Both the draft a n i n: ma s t a r plan are re v ~ a » e ~ ;
NAVFACENGCOMi the sub-major claimant and the ma; or claimant.
The claimants are those commands that provide the activity with
authority and funding. They are considered the formal chain of
command for the activity while the EFD and NAVFACENGCOM are
available for technical support and assistance. In some cases,
depending on the effect of the master plan on the surrounding
c mmunity, various local, state, and federal agencies w ill a Is c
r e v i ew the master plan. After the r e v i e w p r o c ess 1 s c o m p 1 e t e d
1
the CNO gives final approval. Figure 2 outlines the responsi-
bilities for the various levels in the chain of c mm a n
(3:4-1). Many of the responsibilities will be discussed later.
1 . 4 h u n d s and U p d a t e s
r'r e p a r at ion of an activity ma star plan is usual! y d n e at
no cost to the activity. During the creation he NAVFAC-
ENGCOM budget, funds are set aside to support the EFD. If the
plan development exceeds the scope as outlined in NAVFACENGCOM
instructions, the activity may e requested to reimburse the
EFD for those costs. The actual cost of a ma s t e r plan depend
s
upon the sire and location of the act 1 v i t y .
Master plans should be updated every six years by the EFC
.
During the update the planners re w r !••: a n d re v i s e e v e r y a s p e c t
of the plan to make it current, If a base is rapidly changing.

ma s t a r plans m a y be updated b e f o r
e




























O 1 |_1 ,• ,
i st o r v o t » h a rs D 1-_' r U1 o n i- ! a n n i n c
In many ways, a naval base can ba compared with a
small ( s o m e t i me s medium— sized) town. It contains residen-
tial areas, shopping facilities, general services such as
post offices, utility services, and industrial areas which
may include airfields and port facilities. Base populations
can range f r o m less than 3,000 to 30.000 people, m o s t of
w h o m only w o r k at the activity. The area can c o v e r up to
5 square -miles. Most of the structures are publicly-owned
with the exception of some banks and restaurants. The base
and its surrounding area are mutually dependent on each
other. The surrounding c o mm unity p r o v ides Personnel,
housing, recreation, and other services. The base provides
employment and personnel interested in civic resp o n s i
-
bilities. Because of these parallels and mutual dependency,
the history of base Planning can be derived f r o m the his-
tory of urban planning.
City planning in one form or another has b^en p r a c -
ticed for many centuries. It can be traced bac k to t h e
cities of the Greek and Roman empires as well as many Asian
empires i
Z
1:11). These cities were planned to center around
religious facilities or palaces a n d w ere designed

commodate the ruling classes. This p Tanning ideal was s e
until a f e w h u n d r e d ye a r s a g o w hen it was replaced by t h e
need to protect the population against invasions. At this
time, designs ensured that the population lived closely
together within fortified wa lis. Col o g n e and Vienna are
excellent examples of "invasion planning".
Soon the need to fortify against invading forces wa s
no longer v alio ana many Plans were redesigned to include
e x t e n s i v e b o u 1 e v a r d s y s t e m s to connect v arious areas of the
conrniun i t y . Two p r i me e xamp 1 e s are Paris and Was h i ng t o n ,
. C . One of the more ad v a n c e d urban pi a n n i n g m o v e merits oc-
curred in the late 1 7 ' s in Germany where the design of
wide streets, the acquisition of large tracts of land and
the regulation of building heights became the norm. Another
planning ideal that gained acceptance in the United States
at approximately the same time was the checkerboard pattern
used by William P e n n in planning Philadelphia. The c h e c k e r
-
board pattern essentially is a grid pattern w here the
streets are parallel and Perpendicular to each other.
With the advent of the auto m o b i 1 e , the e m p ha s i s t u r n e
d
to transportation planning. The focus shifted to m o v i n g the
population f r o m o n e a r e a t o a n o t h e r on the city's streets
and highways. Soon it was realized that land use, city at-
tractiveness, and co m fort for the population as well as
other considerations should be included in the plans, so
t h e concept o f c o mprehensile planning (a Is o k n o w n as gen-

ma star planning) wa s born. Corn? r ehens i va planning
i n v a 1 v ad To o k i n g at the comprehensive picture an a r a a
.
This included land u s a Patterns, traffic patterns, trans-
portation access, recreational facilities, educational
facilities and utility systems. Building on the concept of
comprehensive planning, regional planning evolved to incor-
porate those planning problems such as flood control wh i c
h
i n v o 1 v e d several g a o g r a p h i c a 1 areas. The d a v a 1 o p m a n t o f
these planning concepts soon increased the utilization of
planning throughout the United States. Planning models w a r
a
devised to use techniques efficiently and effectively and
emphasis on the planning process was increased to ensure
that plans would not stagnate because of rapidly changing
conditions.
2 . 2 Planning Process
"Planning is the process of preparing a set of deci-
sions for action in the future directed at a c h i e v i n g g o a 1
s
by o p t i ma 1 means and of learning f r o m the o u t c o m a a b : u t
possible new sets of decisions and new goal s t o b
e
achieved" (13:12). According to this definition b y Dor, the
plan itself becomes the outcome of the planning process.
Frequently i attention is focused on the plan instead
of the process. As a result the process sometimes takes
years t o a c h i e v a a n o u t c o m a w hose v a 1 i d i t y is often not
1

questioned. na plans a r a pre p area with the belief t h a t
not be completely valid because of three sources of o b s c
lescence! CI) the plana are based on faulty forecasts d u
to fact thai the futur e can no a d e q u a t e 1 y pre-
dicted, ( 2 ) they can not account for changing goals, aspi-
rations, or missions] and ( 3 ) under no circumstances can a
plan even begin to account for the unexpected £ 1 3 : 1 3 ) .
The end result is that the plan reflects the realities
of the t i m e in w h i c h it w as d e v eloped. S o m e use the o u t c a m
e
and implement it w i t n a "no holds barred" approach, dis-
counting any future events. Others deny the plants e i s -
tence and work completely with a "day by day" approach. The
lesson to be learned is that the process of planning should
include the concept that something] whether it be goals,
missions, or u n e ;; p e c t e d c i r c u
m
stances, will change the
plan. Therefore the process should be adaptive to changing
conditions.
pi;< major Planning mode is nave oeen ceve
variations of the cycle shows
are CI) pu r e ratio n a 1 i t y , (
2
tionality, (3) sequential decision, (4] incremer
u a = •' <- ¥ Ha 4- a r
The si;; mo eel economic r a -
h a n g e
c e - s a s (13:18)

The p u r e r ationalit y m o d e 1 in c lades s i ;• p h a s e s . T h e
first step -is to determine all the required goals and as-
sign relative weights to them. N e •: t , other resources and
o bjectives are deter m i n e d a 1 o n g w i t h their r e 1 a t i v e
weights. A complete set of alternatives are prepared and
the costs and benefits for each alternative are produced.
The net expectation for the alternative is calculated by
multiplying the probability of each benefit and cost by the
utility and determining the net benefit. The last phase is
to identify the alternative with the highest net expec-
tation.
The d r a w b a c k s to the pure rationality model are ob-
vious. In most cases a complete set of goals is impossible
to determine due to changing e x pectations of the persons
and missions involved. There are too many variations on the
alternatives to make it practical to prepare a complete
set. It is also virtually impossible to determine all t h
e
tangible and intangible costs and benefits associated with
each alternative. In fact, the more complete the alter-
native set. the less 1 i k e 1 y costs and benefits c a n be de-
ter m i n e d .
The economic rational it y m o d e 1 is a v a r i a t i o n o f the
each step is completed only w h e n s the cost of pre p a ration
is less than the benefit to the outcome. In other w o r d s ?
the pure rationality model is folio w e d as long as it is

e c o n o m i c a 1 t o d o s o , T h i s m o d e 1 has m a n y o f the s a m e d r a w -
backs as the pure rationality model. It is difficult to
determine the costs and benefits involved to gage how far
each step is to be ta k e n ,
The third planning model? sequential-decision) in-
cludes the concept of evaluation uncertainty. The basic
theory is that information needed for evaluation of an al-
ternative is unobtainable until the initial stages of an
alternati v e are carried out. Tharef o re t h e more a 1 1 r a c t i v e
a 1 1 e r n a t i v e s wo u 1 d be u n d e r t a k en in a s y s t ems t i c ma n ne r t o
pro v i d e evaluation data. Certain areas o f o p e r a t i c n essen-
tially become "guinea pigs" for trying different Policies
and programs. The model is useful for those areas w h e r e
choices are difficult due to effect uncertainties. Unfor-
tunately) the costs involved -in setting up trial areas m a y
preclude the use of this model.
The incremental change model was developed from "real
world" observations by Braybrooke and Lindbloom. They per-
ceived that decisions are not made in a rational m a n n e r
that includes the entire desired outcome, but rather in-
crementally) with small changes. Decisions are made to
solve problems, not move towards goals. They are also ap-
proached successively and a r e considered f r a g m anted because
a 1 i m i t e d set of alternatives are in v o 1 v e d . The d e c i s i o n
s
oecome exploratory with the goals be^ng redefined at each
step.

v t 1 1 a mo Q ' i n v o I v e s si
v
era !
searching for an appropriate alternative. The first stage
is identification of obvious alternatives that are cased o
n
recent experience. £ a c n alter n a t i v e is evaluated in t e r -n s
of quality and payoff. If an alternative is discovered to
have a satisfactory Payoff , then it is implemented. If no
alternatives are found to have the desired payoff, less
o b v i o u s i p o s s i b 1 y more innovative, alternatives a r e consi-
dered until one is found that has a satisfactory payoff or
expectations are lowered. Both t n e incremental change and
satisfying models reflect the way many decisions are ac-
tually made if extra rational processes are included.
The last model, extra rational, re m o v e s rationality as
a basis for determining optimal alternatives and r e ? 1 a ess
it with extra rational processes such as intuition and
judgement. The essential point to this model is how t o
create c i t i o n s that allow rational and e x t r
processes to wo r k together. The extra r a t i o na 1 p r o cesses
become essentially those processes that use an i n t u i t i •- e
knowledge of the w o r 1 d based on experience, I n certain re-
spects, this model comes close to reflecting real i c y .
All the stages delineated by each model do not occur
as separate steps. Each stage is closely interrelated wit"
tne others along with any political policies that r^u in-
fluence the choice of alternative: * hi i
t




All the p 1 a n n i n g mo eels stress a v a 1 i d point. PI a n n i n g
must be viewed 35 a continuous process that produces uncer-
t a 1 n i t i e s and obsolescence. Any plan developed today will
be obsolete by 1 m r r o w because of changing conditions and
improved knowledge. Another point brought out by the models
is that the planning process should be goal oriented.
2 . 4 C mposition Probla m
s
In applying planning processes or models to the con-
cept of comprehensive plans or master plansi composition
problems are the most prevalent challenges. The problems of
composition (putting together parts of the whole) fall into
three main categories (17:373). The first is the challenge
to combine the objectives from many diverse groups, indi-
viduals or policies into a comprehensi v e whole. The s e c n
d
P r o b 1 e m of composition results from the fragmente d a u t h o
-
r i t y of t h e many agencies responsible for planning. This
extends even into budget responsibilities. Coordinating the
challenge. The third class of c m p o s i t i c n p r o b 1 e m s c c u r
when the c mm unity is vie w e d as separate pa r t s i n s t a a d f a
functional whole. Planners still tend to vie w s y s t e m s a s
fragmented and fail to consider other aspects that may in-
fluence the objectives ana goals.

2 . 5 Master Plan Ideology
This a ni ?hasis o n g oals and o b j a
c
i v a s ( s p e c i f i
to obtain a goal) in t h a develop m a n t o f master plans pro-
vides the momentum to concentrate on the planning process
versus rigid standards and regulations. From this p o i n t t h
a
goals and objectives can be used to create a framewor k
which is purpose oriented? reflects the political values at
any time, and is adaptive to change. The master plan itself
can be defined as the official statement that sets do w n
major policies concerning future development of the area.
The plan using the process framework includes a single.
unified c o mm u n i t y design and clarifies any relationships
between the defined goals. The success of the master plan
than depends on how it is implemented.
According to Kent, the master plan (or general plan as
he refers to it) contains at least five basic physical ele-
ments! land use, circulation, community facilities, civic
design, and utilities (19:13). Land use refers to those
areas that are used for living and w o r !< i n g such as b a c h a 1 o r
quarters and rework facilities. Circulation co v a r s t h
t r a n s p o r tation s y s t e m and c o mm unity facilities deal w i t
h
public activities such as recreational facilities and
schools. Civic design focuses on the aesthetic features of
the area. The utilities element of the master plan deals
with electrical, water, s e wa g e and other u t i 1 i t y s y s t e m s .
16

In addition, each p 1 a n c o vers any specific needs for t h a
community. For example, sections in the plan may deal with
historical districts or waterfront redevelopment.
2 . 5 v e r v i e w Conclusion
From the planning techniques, 'models, and less o n s
learned in urban planning, the Navy developed its faci-
lities planning and master plan processes. The facilities
planning process, to be discussed later,
updated as n ew k now ledge is gained and as conditions
change. It never remains a stagnant process.
Since activity master plans are updated every si
x
years, they do contain the possibility of stagnation. Each
plan is created from the basic outline, but is also built
upon previous master plans and other studies. They contain
the basic master plan ideology outlined previous! y and

















OUTLINE OF A MASTER PLAN
3 . 1 Master Plan Out 1 i ne
The Naval Facilities Engineering Command has out li nee
the elements that are required in an activity master plan
(8:2). The major sections will be discussed later in fur-
ther detail. The first elements! executive summary, table
of contents i list of illustrations! list of tables, and
introduction, are the usual items for any systems study.
Any assumptions and ground rules should be included at this
point .
The n a :; t element is requirements analysis. This sec-
tion covers the base mission (reason for the base's exis-
tence), organization, and base loading (number of aircraft,
ships, e t cetera). Base loading forecasts are provided to
the activity by the ma j o r claimant. Analysis of e x i s t i n g
and required assets as provided by the Shore Facilities
Planning System and any concurrent or future studies in the
area that may affect the use of the facilities are in-
c 1 u d e d .
The fifth section in a master plan c o n s i s t s o
f
existing conditions. A description and analysis of the ac-
tivity and surrounding area are provided. Any cons t r a i n t s
,
either manmade or natural, that will affect land use are
1 9

analyzed. The constraints ma y include historic
Installations Compatible Use Zones, community political
c 1 i ma t e and activity infrastructure. This is f o 1 1 ow e a by
the development of concepts. This section outlines v a r i o u
s
planning concept « k = <- i . f i i ne the constraints determine'
previously. The final recommended concept must be realistic
and capable of being i mp 1 e m e n t e d . C o s t data s h o aid be in-
cluded.
There are four ma j o r results of a n a c t i v i t y ma s t e r
plan! proposed land and facility use, p r e 1 i m i n a r y e n v - ron-
mental assessment, energy conservation plan, and capital
improvements plan. The section on proposed land and faci-
lity use features graphics that illustrate the recommended
use of the activity's facilities. The surrounding area
should be considered along with the capability of the ac-
tivity to expand during times of mobilization or m i s s i o
n
change. Long range planning considerations should be in-
cluded. A preliminary environmental assessment that defines
the environ m e n t a 1 i m pact of the planning proposals m u s t b e
incorporated in the master plan.
The energy conservation plan of the activity demon-
strates that e n e r g y c o n s e r v a t i o n concepts h a v e been uti-
lized in the planning analysis. It includes base- w i d e ener-
gy s y s t e m s and conser v a t i o n concepts. The fourth result,
the capital i m p r o v a m e n t s plan, d o c u m e n t s the projects ne-
cessary to implement the master plan. It pro'./ ides siting.
2

or sib l 10 g
r
apnies
cost da t a i and any phasing requirements. The re m a i n i n
t ions of the master plan are reserved
and appendices as needed.
Appendix A provides an outline of the Proposed master
plan for Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, F lor-; da (20).
3 . 2 Master Hi an Process
Figure 4 outlines the process used in the development
of a master plan ( 7 : B - 3 ) . It basically follows the outline
prescribed by NAVFACENGCOM . Goals an d o b j ec t i v e s are esta-
blished at the beginning of development with data collec-
tion following. Facilities requirements and existing condi-
tions are analyzed and concept alternatives are produced
that recommend land and facility uses. When the concept is
completed, the capital improvements plan, the en v i r o nme n t a 1
assessment and the energy conservation plan are created.
Preliminary, draft, pre-final and final master Plans are
submitted at v a r i o u s stages of d e v e 1 o pme n t
.
3 . 3 C o r(\ p 1 e x Master Plans
Emphasis has been placed on the d e v e 1 o p m e n t of acti-
vity master plans, but the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command also has responsibility fo d e v e 1 o p m e n t of c o *n pie
master Plans (7:2). Complex master plans are utilized i
21

area s wh ere the r e a r e t wo o r mo r e ma j o r a c t i v i t i es o r wh ere
an activity ha s outlying areas of responsibility not = h / s i -
cally connected to the main base. The complex plan differs
from an activity plan only in one respect. It contains a
section which deals with any common elements between the
activities being studied. The elements could c o v e r c o m -
munity and environmental planning, activity interrelation-
ships and dependencies, logistical support, and possible
sncroa c h m e n t pro b 1 e m s
.
o m pie;-: section i i z ed : :
avoid unnecessary cost in preparing D a c k ground data for the
activities due to the fact that many issues affect all the
activities in the complex.
3 . 4 First Step in Development
The first step in developing a master plan is coor-
dination with the activity. Whether the p 1 a n is being deve-
loped by an Engineering Field Division team or an A r c h i
-
to determine the overall function of the base and its or-
ganization. Interviews are arranged with all the c a mm a n d
s
on base which in some cases may D e a momentous t a s k . For
instance. Naval Air Station, Jacksonville has 74 tenant
commanos. Tenant commands are those commands located on the
o a s e that have a separate c o mma n d i n g officer and chain o f
c o mma n d . The planners analyze the interrelationships b e -
? 9

tween the various commands and departments. The planners
also determine w hat areas they o ccupy for use in the ra-
•5 u i r e m e n t s analysis section of m aster plan
d e v e 1 o p m e n t .
Appendix B provides an outline of some o f the consi-
derations involved in data collection for the first step in

































































4 . 1 Shore Facilities Planning S y s t e rn
Before a master plan for a naval base or region can be
developed) various aspects of the U.S. Navy Shore Faci-
lities Planning System ( S F P S ) m u s t be reviewed and) if ne-
cessary, corrected. The 3 F P S was designed in the 1 9 5 ' s in
response to a n e e d to identify current naval facilities. U
p
until that time, very few bases had catalogued their faci-
lities to determine the current level of support provided
to operational units and to also determine what facilities
would be needed in the future. The first attempts at de-
fining existing facilities appear to have occurred in con-
junction with CINCPACFLT (Commander in Chief Pacific Fleet)
and SERVPAC (Service Force Pacific Fleet) (2). A review of
Pacific supply depots resulted in a realization that, al-
though each depot had developed a base responsibility plan
to outline their mission and responsibilities, info r ma t i o
n
on their support facilities was scattered throughout
v a r i o u s departments. A c o o r d i n a t e d planning e f f o r t wa
s
needed to pull together the information, so the concept of
shore facilities planning wa s born.
The basic idea of the S F P S is to identify the faci-
lities needed to support the seapower m i s s i o n a n d to help
ma n a g e the Navy's shore astablis h m ant (.9:4-13). F r o m the

SFPS 1 the planner for the base can identify
the system is outlined in Figure 5 (9:4-14). The facility
t i v i t y , are c o
m
pared against the existing facility
deficiencies are found to t, military construct
and other projects are developed to c o r r e c t the m
facilities are either transferred to o areas o r c
posed .
All existing facilities on a base are analyzed and
divided into category codes that have been organized by
NAVFACENGCOM . Each category code is a f i v e digit nuwbe r
that reflects the purpose of the area being analyzed. For
example) enlisted personnel housing, airstrips and public
works facilities each have their own c a t e g o r y code n u 111 b e r .
The elements of the SFP3 are outlined in Figures S
(9:4-17) and 7 (11:4521-1). Information on the existing
facilities organized by their category code n u m b e r are con-
tained in the Navy Facilities Assets Data Base C NFADB ) ;
Each facility is evaluated to determine if it is inade-
quate, adequate or substandard in c o mp a risen to its in-
tended use using engineering evaluation ( E E ) w r k sheets .
Using these wo r k sheets for each facility and cats g r y c o d e
on the base, the existing assets a r e c o m par e d against the
r e q u i r e m e n t s .

Facility requirements are determined initially b y the
mission of the base. They are developed t h r o u g h the use of
the NAVFAC P-80, Facility Planning Factor Criteria for- tre
Navy and the Marine Corps Shore Installations . The P-80 is
b r o k en into category codes and describes the steps to cal-
culate the basic facility requirement ( E F R ) which is co m -
pared against the existing assets in a facility planning
document C FPD ) . As an e
x
ample, Figure 3 details a F P D f o r
NAS Whitehall (11:4521-2). The document shows all areas in
the facilities that are considered to be in v o 1 v e d w i t h ap-
plied instruction, category code 171-20. The EFR was cal-
culated as 3 8,677 square feet as compared with a deficiency
of 13,000 square feet. The facility detail indicates those
areas already in use by the base and those areas that are
planned for the future.
4 . 2 Facilities Requirements Plan
["he FPD is the primary document for th and is
one of the three components of the Facilities Require m e n t s
Plan, the other two being the facilities requirements p 1 a
n
s u mma ry and the activity general i n f o r ma t ion (9:4-1 5 ) . The
facilities requirements plan summary lists all the cats g o r
y
codes for which a FPD exists for the base. The summary
covers the facility requirements for e a c h c a t e g o r y c o d e ,
existing facility deficiencies and surpluses, and any d e f i -

ciencies that will e a i s t after p r o p osed p r o j e c t s are c o m
-
pitted. Figure 3 (9:4-13) outlines a s a m pie facilities r e
qui r e m ants plan s u 'mm a r y .
The activity general information listing (Figure 1 )
is the third component of the Facilities Requirement Flan
(11:4521-2). It contains "information on the chain of c c m -
also lists any real estate not attached to the base for
which the c c mma n d i n g officer is responsible. With these
three components the Facility Requirements Flan can be cc m
b i n e d with the activity's master plan to determine w h a t
acquisitions or disposals are required to correct the fa-




3 Inputs to t h e S F F S
Input into the Shore Facilities Planning System begins
at the activity with several levels of re v i e w b e f o re the
input is validated. Engineering evaluations are performed
by the Engineering Field Divisions who ha v e the rasp o n s i -
bility for administering the SFFS . The facility planning
documents are orig e d at the activity and re v i e w e d b y
the EFD , NAVFACENGCQM, and the major claimant before ap-
proval. The EFD and its parent command, the Naval Faci-
lities Engineering Co mma nd, are also responsible for p u b -
2 3

1 i s h i n g planning regulations for the i m p 1 e m e n t a t i o n of the
3 F P S . The EF will initiate r e v i e w s of the Engineer-; n
g
E v a 1 u a t i o n s when n e c e s s a r y .
The operational chain of c o mma nd, i.e. the ma j o
r
claimant) reviews planning submissions to ensure that the
plans are consistent with existing and proposed operational
needs. The operational chain of command ultimately will
fund projects to correct facility deficiencies or will sup-
port m3 j or programs such as military construction. The sub-
mittal routes for the E F R ' s are outlined in Figure 11
(9:4-22)
.
4 . 4 Requirements Analysis
The next step in master plan development is the re-
quirements analysis, Using the information gathered in the
first step of development and the current data in the SFPS,
the planner verifies the adequacy of the engineering eva-
luations and the facility planning documents. Each building
is reviewed as to its square footage, user, and a d e q u a c y
for that user. This data is then compared against the en-
gineering e v aluation and any proper: y records for the ac-
tivity. While the E E ' s are being updated, each basic facil-
ity requirement is recalculated using base loading infor-
mation, the P-8 and any other criteria. Once the basic
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A f t a r reviews are conducted on the information in the
Shore Facilities Tanning System, the constraints. both
natural and manmade, are ana y zed. S o m e con a i n have
been previously documented in studies such as the Base Ex-
terior Architecture Plan (BEAR), Air Installations Com-
patible Use Zones C A I CU Z ) , Airfield Safety Clearances. Ex-
plosive Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) and Electromagnetic
Radiation ( EMR ) . Other constraints are determined by the
developer of the master plan.
5. 2 BEAe
One of the major elements in the development of an
activity ma s t e r plan is the Base Exterior Architecture Plan
(BEAR). The primary purpose of a BEAR is to identify how
the physical environment of a base can be improved. Many
bases nave been built according to w h a t a v e r c h a n g i n g m i 1 i
-
t a r y require m e n t s ha v e occurred at the t i m e o f c o nstr u c -
t i o n . As a result the development patterns f o r a b a s a h a v e
not considered the overall base organization.
Until recently the emphasis on base exterior appear-
ance was virtually nonexistent. It is now recognized that
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providing a quality e x tenor environment can improve over-
all image, morale, performance, retention of personnel i and
make inroads on absenteeism. Providing such an environment
requires a long term approach that addresses basic rela-
tionships b e i.a.j e e n function; nd ites. A BtAP study for an
activity consists of a program that must be updated and
improved to remain effective. All the plans involved in a
BEAP are considered guidelines and should be used to ensure
that any projects that are developed w ill be c o
m
pat i b 1 e
with long range plans.
Some of the overall observations made by an activity
BEAP include the need to have good coordination and colla-
boration between planners, engineers, and architects to ad-
dress visual problems at the design and r e v i e w stage.
Scheduling and funding should be realistically allocated to
project design stages to ensure proper initial planning.
Projects that deal with solutions instead of short t e r m
cosmetics should be heavily emphasized and large scale ?r o
-
i e c t s should be close! y coordinated. C onsiderat ion s h o u 1
d
be given to assigning a prime consultant to p r o v i d e o vera! 1
c o o r d i n a t i o n for those p r o j e c t s . Open space s h o u Id be uti-
lized as buffers and be considered as important as building
sites.
As with other technical documents supportin g a base,
the Engineering P i e 1 d Division provides the lead in pro-
ducing the BEAP. The study will either be produced in house
-• Q

or by an Architect-Engineer firm. In either casei a scop*
c f w o r k is developed that outlines the sequence of t a s k s
and procedures. In general the study will follow the out-
line of .introduction, survey, analysis, visual environment
themes visual environment development plan, implementatio n
plan and base design guidelines (4:1-5).
The introduction of the BEAR basically defines the
purpose the study. It describes how the study is to e
used and who should use it. It also includes general b a c k
-
ground information concerning the base, such as location,
history, the Planning ideal (for example, the check erboa r d
pattern), major tenants, and the climate.
The second portion of the BEAR is the survey. The in-
stallation is studied visually during the day and the night
to record both the positive and negative impressions. The
survey is done on three different levels! overview, func-
tional districts, and site components. The overview is con-
ducted from off station and on station vantage points. The
idea is to perceive the base as first time visitors and
permanent employees see it. The next level is to survey the
major (functional district) land uses such as c o mm u n i t y
facilities and housing to determine the p r o b 1 e m s ass o c i a t e
d
with that district and its transition areas. 3 o m e or q b 1 e m
s
that may be perceived include buildings that are not re-
lated to the site, no consistent signage) and no c o n s t a n t
planting systems. The third level of the sur v e y . site c o m
4

ponents, identifies those components which are common to
the exterior environment of the entire base. Each c o m -
p o n e n t , such as roads, par k i n g , and u t i 1 i t i e s , are ana 1 y z e
d
separately to determine w h i c h c o m p o n e n t s d e t r a c t f r o m o r
enhance the continuity of the base.
After the survey is conducted, an analysis is per-
formed to determine the -major problems related to the ois-
tricts and site components. A matrix (Figure 12) may be
prepared to highlight these problems and compare the m t c
how often they are perceived and who perceives them
( 4 : 2-92 )
.
Using the "discoveries" made during the survey and
analysis) a visual environment theme is developed to be the
unifying element for any development. Many factors are con-
sidered on both the positive and negative side to determine
a prevailing concept. For example, the visual environ m e n t
theme for the 1 9 8 3 S a s e Exterior Architect u r e Plan f o r
Naval Air Station, Jacksonville) is "The Navy cares for its
people" (4:3-2). The theme projects an image of an effi-
cient, pleasant atmosphere for the base personnel a n o pro-
vides a guideline for systems design (design of v a r i o u
s
site components). The application of the theme applies to
effective vehicular circulation, well designed signage-
energy saving alternatives such as bicycle pat h s , a s w e 1
1
as other opportunities for visual base improvements.
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Building on the visual environ rn e n t the m e , a vis u a 1
environment development plan is established by deter m i n i n g
eve r a i -. Iternative design concepts. The concepts a re use;
to reinforce the theme and may include such ideas as mini-
mized landscape w i t h emphasized circulation or emphasized
landscaped buffers to define land uses. Each concept is
rated on its advantages and disadvantages w i t h one concept
recommended for use in the base development. The recom-
mended concept should t a k e into account the past develop-
ment of the base and any land use r e c omm a n d a t ions m a d e b y
previous master plans.
The concept determined during the development Plan
stage is utilized along with the survey to produce plans
and projects with a set of funding priorities. The projects
and their cost estimates are listed in the implementation
plan. The priorities are set according to the impact the
project will have on i m p r o v i n g the en v i r o nme n t and the
function of the base. The projects and costs are based upon
general guidelines that cover all major site c o m p o n e n t
s
such as buildings, roads, parking, planting, signage and
lighting. A checklist (Appendix C) may be used to ensure
that the guidelines are followed in future Projects
(4:7-1).
5 . 3 AICU2

Other assent is! studies in the development of a master
plan are enc r oa crimen t studies. In most cases major en-
croachment problems occur on U.S. Naval air stations due to
the high population growth rates surrounding many of these
bases. To plan for this problem, the Air Installations Com-
patible Use Zones (AICUZ) Program was established in the
1970' s. This program was recently expanded into the Land
Use Compatibility (LUC) program. The LUC Program is com-
prised of five elements: staff support, AICUZ progra m •
technical studies, awareness and training, and institu-
tionalization (23:14). As with the BEAP , the Engineering
Field Division provides the technical staff support while
the AICUZ program itself is still the main emphasis of the
LUC program. The third element involves specific area
studies that develop strategies for local commands. Both
the AICUZ and technical studies are included in the acti-
vity master plan. The fourth and fifth elements involve the
use of training programs and seminars t o e d u c a t e k e y offi-
cials and promote 1 i a s i o n with other agencies and the sur-
rounding community. In some cases staff are assigned t o
monitor off-base developments that may produce encroachment
problems.
The AICUZ progra m wa s d e v eloped to e n s u r e c o m pat i
-
b i 1 i t y between military air installations and the neigh-
boring c ommu n i t y , to maintain air operational c a p a o i 1 i t
y
and to protect the safety of the public (23:13). The pro-
4 3

gram utilizes land use planning techniques to decrease the
effect of aircraft noise and reduce the potential for acci-
dents both in flight and on the ground. The concept in-
volves a systematic method to quantify and map aircraft
noise, accident potential zones and existing or potentially
incompatible land uses.
The A I C U Z program is implemented in four basic steps
(23:20). The first step is to develop studies that result
in a program of noise reduction, emphasizing compatible
land use. The second step involves the implementation of a
timed phased program of coordination with other agencies
and local officials. For those areas where land use com-
patibility is impractical or has failed. the third step
provides identification and p r o g r a mm i n g of projects to ac-
quire property and abate noise. Upon implementation of the
program) periodic reviews, step four, are conducted to en-
sure compatibility.
To establish compatible land use, the first require-
ment is to define and map the noise environment. The noise
environment is measured by using average sound levels o v e r
2 4 hours and noise levels from the various aircraft types.
T h e data is c o m b i n e d into a single measure f o r e a c h 1 o c a -
t i o n and then are developed into noise zone contours. The
noise zones are rated from one (least impact) to three
(most severe). The end result is a noise footprint for the
base. Figure 13 (23:35) outlines the data requirements f o r
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use in "NOISfcMAP" , a computer program that generates noise
zone contours.
The next step in establishing compatible land use is
dents occur during takeoff and approach making the air sta-
tion and the surrounding area more vulnerable than other
areas. The method used 'measures the cumulative Percentage
o t accidents >: ontained within specified areas, then defines
the accident potential zones (APZ's n e c i e a o n e s .
conditions* operating parameters! history of aircraft acci-
dents and applicable Department of Defense guidelines.
APZ's and clear zones for fixed wing aircraft differ
from those of helicopters. In most cases helicopter zones
are smaller and do not create land use problems. Fixed wing
aircraft? on the other hand, create many of the compati-
bility problem1 am<= Hn i3 UU e to long approach distance required
Figure 14 illustrates the typical APZ setup for those type
of aircraft (23:42). The zones can be modified to suit
local conditions.
Using the APZ's and noise footprints, a matrix of re-
commended compatible land uses is d eve loped for the air-
station. The recommendations try to assure that the Popu-
lation concentrations are not exposed to noise pollution or
possible aircraft accidents. Nine combinat i o n s of noise and
accident potential are utilized with three basic categories
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of land use acceptability! compatible » restricted and in-
compatible. Apcendi x details the land use c o
m
patibility
1 3 : 4 5 ) . A si m i 1 a r n
tor A.PZ ! s . Each matrix is compared to the information
gathered at the location and the more stringent of the two
is utilized for planning land use.
At this point an A I C U Z plan for the activity is deve-
loped and submitted for review. The plan is also provided
to local offi to assist in their planning efforts. If
conflicts do occur , various operational modifications such
as the construction of acoustical enclosures or flight path
variations can be analyzed and recommended. Land use con-
trols such as zoning and restrictive easements can by im-
pose' n some cases land that is impacted by A I C U Z may be
purchased .
5.4 Airfield Safety Clearances
Intertwined with AICUZ are e r airfield s a f e t
clearances that must be considered in developing a master
plan. These imaginary surfaces include approach/departure
clearance surfaces^ inner horizontal surfaces) conical sur-
f a c e s i and outer .horizontal surfaces. The size of the sur-
faces depends on the runway classification as determined by
the AICUZ study. In addition, lateral clearances are esta-
blished for airfield pavements. Figure 15 illustrates the
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surfaces for a Class A runway (11:4422-5). All these sur-
faces must be t a k en into consideration when planning land
u s e c
o
mpatibility.
5.5 Hazardous Ma t e r i a 1 s and Radiation
siting facilities. Hazardous substances include ordnance.
f 1 amma b 1 e materials) poisonous ma t e r i a 1 s . and c o r r o s i v e
materials. The substances are placed into one of four divi-
sions depending on whether they can produce (1) mass deto-
nation, ( 2 ) n o n mass detonation, but fragment production,
(11:4421-1).
The idea behind classifying the materials is to pre-
vent an unsafe environment. Personnel are protected by
methods that will either prevent an explosion, protect them
if there is an explosion, or reduce the probabilities of an
explosion or fire. Various aspects of operations that in-
volve these materials such as transportation, handling, and
storage a r e r a v i e w e d and subjected to stringent co n t r o 1 s .
One of the ways personnel are protected is the esta-
blishment of explosive safety quantity distance CESQD)
arcs. For the different classes of materials 3nd h a z a r
d
divisions, facilities are required to be certain distances
from the materials to protect them from a possible exx.- r- 1 - _p I o
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s 1 o n . imaginary arcs are d r a w n at the ma y, i m urn distance in-
side which facilities are to be uninhabited or e e m p t i o n s
made .
With regard to master plans, data is collected to ver-
ify the existing E S Q D arcs. The ordnance types, storage
capacities i transportation routes, and handling operations
are reviewed. The use of facilities, whether they are stor-
age or operational, is also determined along with what is
required by the activity in terms of storage, handling and
transport. At that point options are analyzed to determine
if ordnance or non-compatible facilities can be relocated,
storage facilities can be downloaded, or if the status quo
will be maintained. The revised ESQD arcs are then used to
define land use.
Electro ma g n e t i c radiation ( EMR ) hazards p r o wide the
same sort of problems as hazardous materials. Various types
of facilities are required to be certain distances from the
source of radiation or be e ;< e m p t e d . For e x ample, figure 16
lists the minimum isolation distances f c
and transmitters (11:4421-2).
When collecting data for a ma star plan, the
the antenna and the adjacent hazards such as ordnance, fuel
and personnel must be considered. Other considerations in-
clude equipment type, power output, operating frequency,
operating range, and beam width and pattern. As w i t h the
hazardous materials, options are reviewed to determine if a
r a d i o recai v e

hazard source can be eliminate d o r m o d i f i e d , non- c o m p a t i b 1
e
structures can be relocated, or status quo is ma intained.
5 . 6 Q t h e r Constraint s
There are many other constraints that are analyzed
during the development of a master plan. Some of these con-
straints are man made such as AICUZ and others are natural
such as flood plains. Appendix E lists Public laws, execu-
tive orders and other directives that ma y have relevance
the activity's master plan (11:4413-1).
to
.6.1 Natural Cons traint s
During the master plan development process, the Archi-
tect-Engineer or in- ho use EFD team studies the natural (en-
vironmental) constraints at the activity. One of the major
constraints affecting land use is flood plains. Flood
plains are important land resources that consist of approK-
i ma t e 1 y five Percent of the total U.S. land area (25:414),
If the land that may be flooded from lakes and oceans is
included, the percentage increases to six. In many areas
flood plains are becoming more valuable as p o p u 1 a t i o n s a n
d
the demand for land increases. If development on flood
Plains is alio w
<
d , ma .i o r d a ma g e can result. Losses ma y i n -
elude physical damage to property, interruption or so
4 9

and business activities, and possible injury to personnel.
Other proble m s associated with flood plains include disas-
ter relief, flood fighting, and increased security. As a
result of t h e s e considerations, Executive Order 1 1 9 S S
.
Flood Plain Management, requires that flood plains De
treated as uninhabitable land as much as possible (3:2). If
the land 'must be used, then the project will require en-
vironmental documentation and be submitted for public re-
view. Projects should be those that would suffer the least
amount of damage from floods. They may include parking and
recreational areas. The executive order also requires the
identification of 100 and 500 year flood Plains. Another
order that affects the placement of facilities at an ac-
tivity is Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands.
which requires the identification and Preservation of we t
-
Two laws that have major effects on master planning
are the Endangered Species Act of 1973 and the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 19 72 (3:3). The Endangered Species Act
requires the activity to identify and protect critical h a D -
i t a t s o endangered plants and animals. a I s o requires
the protection of any area that ma y h a v e b i o 1 o g i c a 1 i m p o r
t a n c e . The act specifies any project that will affect the
habitats must have an environmental assessment and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service must be consulted. The Coastal
Zone Management Act requires federal agencies to be consis-
5

tent with state coastal zone 'rna nag erne n t programs. In the
d eve! o p m e n t of an activity's 'master plan, areas are iden-
tified that require coastal zone consistency.
There are 'many other environmental constraints that
must be considered in master plan development. Climate,
-nil *
y p e , vegetation, topography, forestry plans, and sur-
face drainage all affect proper land use planning. The con-
cept behind the analysis of natural constraints is to de-
termine human impact on the environment and the environ-
ment's impact on humans. The end result should be a deter-
mination of the environmentally constrained areas and the
prime b u i 1 d a b 1 e land.
5.6.2 Manmade Constraints
There are many other manmade constraints besides those
already discussed that are involved in the development of
master plans. One of the first to be considered is the
socioecono m i c o v e r v isw of the area. This covers the hist o r y
of the base and the surrounding c o mm u n i t y , the p o 1 i t i c a 1
climate, population trends, and scon o m i c t r ends in e m p 1 o y
-
m e n t , income, and revenue (11:4420-1). Local p 1 a n n i n g a n
d
zoning initiatives are analyzed to determine if any e n
c r o a c h m e n t p r o b 1 e m s m a y occur. C o mmunity distributio n s y s
terns such as t r a n s p o r t a t i o n and utilities are a 1 s o r e -
v i e w e d .
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The base infrastructure (transportation and utilities)
ana ! y z e H t n r!a»o cetsrriiina the e >; i s t i n g capacity, expansion
capacity, age, efficient or inefficient configuration, and
their compatibility with the surrounding environ m e n t . Some
of these questions will have been considered in the BEAP in
regards to the activity's transportation facilities which
include par k i n g areas, rail lines, roads, p e d e s t r a i n walk-
ways, and gate locations. The analysis of the utilities in-
clude electrical systems, water, natural gas, sanitary,
steam, alarm systems, hazardous wastes, and any other sys-
tems maintained by the activity.
Another area studied is facilities. Utilizing the fa-
cility planning documents, the use of the facilities, con-
struction types and conditions are determined. The current
land use is reviewed in regards to out grants* easements,
and leases with future projections of any changes. An im-
portant factor to be considered on man y bases is whether
there are any historical, architectural, or archaeological
sites. Any constraints discovered are incorporated into the









NOISE CONTOUR DATA REQUIREMENTS
AIRFIELD OPERATIONS
1. Operations
a. Annual (1-3 years)
b. Monthly (last year)











d. Number of runs
e. Duration
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a. Mirfaca 0. E. F and O ia tha
aataoliahod atrflatd awvation.
b. jurfaca C ia tha runway cantarllna
•(•vation at the threahold.
c. surfaca H variaa at each point along
the runway eentertlne.
2. Tha intoraactiona ihown on tha plan
aro for tha caao of a level runway.
CLASS A RUNWAY-AIRSPACE (PLAN & SECTIONS)
Figure 15 ( cont . )

COMMUNICATIONS DISTANCE SEPARATIONS
Minimum isolation distances for radio receiver and transmitter sites have been
established by the Naval Electronics Systems Command. The separation selected
to limit mutual interference of electronics equipment is as follows:
(1) High, medium, and low-frequency receiver site from:
(a) High-power, very low frequency transmitter stations 25 miles
(b)" High-power, low and high frequency transmitter
stations 15 miles
(c) Other transmitter stations not under Navy control.
Field intensities also govern, see NAVELEX 0101,103 5 miles
(d) Runways and glide paths. For aeronautical receiving
at air stations 1,500 feet
For general communications 5 miles
(e) Teletype and other electromechanical systems:
Low level operation or installed in shielded room No minimum
High level operation installed in unshielded room
Large installation (communications
center) 2 mi from nearest antenna
Small installation (1 to 6
instruments) 200 ft from nearest antenna
(f) Main highways (from nearest antenna) 1,000 feet
(g) High-tension power lines (overhead) and receiving
station feeders. Lines over 100 KV require 2
mile separation 1,000 ft from nearest antenna
(h) Habitable areas (beyond limits of restriction) 1 mile
(i) Areas capable of industrialization (beyond limits
of restriction)
Light Industry 3 miles
Heavy Industry 5 miles
( j ) Radar installation (depending upon type) Calculate
See NAVELEX 0101,103 Table 4-1
(10 Primary power plants 5 miles
(2) High, medium, and low frequency transmitter site from:
(a) Other transmitter stations not under Navy control 3 miles
(b) Runways and glide paths for aeronautical
transmitting at air station 1,500 feet
(c) Main highways 1,000 feet
(d) High-tension power lines (overhead)
:





(3) Remote VHF/UHF transmitter building from:
(a) Operations building and control tower 1,000 feet
(b) VHF/UHF receiver building and housing area 1,500 feet
(4) Remote VHF/UHF receiver building from:
(a*) VHF/UHF transmitter site 1,500 feec
(b) Highways, industrial, and housing areas 1,000 feec
(c) Radar installations 1,500 feet
(5) Wullenweber Facility:
(a) No obstruction should protrude above a three degree angle of
elevation measured from the base of the high band antenna
elements.
(b) Separation distances from possible sources of interference are
similar as for other high, medium, and low frequency radio
receiver sites. For specific guidance, see NAVELEX shore
criteria Security Group Stations 0101,108.






6 . 1 Concept Development
Building on the planning models introduced earlier and
the analysis of the constraints and requirements? the Navy
uses planning synthesis and concept development to produce
a final recommendation. The basic idea behind this planning
ideal is that "complex planning requires an organized ap-
proach that synthesizes the relevant data and develops a
logical concept" (11:4423-2). The planning process is
b r o k en into four aspects! requirements planning, capa-
bilities planning, synthesis, and concept development
(11:4423-2).
The requirements planning aspect utilizes the Shore
Facilities Planning System to analyze what assets exist on
the base versus what assets are required. The difference
results in a list of proposed construction or d e m o 1 i t i o
n
projects. The second aspect, capabilities planning, com-
bines the natural and ma nma d e constraints to deter n> i n e the
developmental potential of the site, in particular the
prime buildable land.
Using the results from the requirements ana capa-
bilities planning phases, the synthesis process combines
the m into a da v e 1 o p m e n t a 1 s c h e m e . The p r ocess i n v
o




tional relationships! preparation deal m o del .
da p t i n g the ideal model to the site and developing the pro-
posed land use (11:4423-2). The functional analysis deter-
mines the major functions of an activity which are utilized
to develop the functional relationships. "Bubble diagrams"
are produced that show which functions w o r k together, sup-
port other functions, or which functions should be iso-
lated. They also show relationships to off-base land uses
and the transportation system. The "bubbles" are combined
into an ideal model that includes all the functions of the
activity, their relationship to each other and their pro-
portional size. The ideal model is then adapted to the site
in order to include the natural and 'man made constraints. At
this point the model considers existing facilities and Pro-
vides for the correct land area for each land use.
During the last step of the synthesis process, the
concept development phase analyzes the physical development
of the facilities and the land. It considers facility size,
service requirements, traffic flow, urban design, develop-
m e n t phasing and demolition. The r e s u t of concept d e v e 1
merit is a determination of w h e t h e r the p r o p o s e d la r, d use
mode! is w o r k able. If more than one concept is developed,
they can be evaluated using economic analysis, matrix anal-
ysis and priority decisions. In the end the Planning pro-
cess should p r o dues a w o r k able land use prog r a m that is

U sing the developed prog r a m . the ma star plan is then pulled









There are essentially four results of a master plan!
the energy conservation Plan. preliminary environmental
assessment! proposed land use< and the capital imp r o v e m ants
plan. The four results are intertwined with and support
each other.
7 . 2 Proposed Land Use
The first result of the master plan is the Proposed
land and facility use. It features graphics that detail the
entire base with all the tenant commands and the sur-
rounding community. The graphics outline the siting of the
proposed projects and the relationships that were developed
during the concepts phase. All constraints are identified
and any possibility for expansion under conditions of m o b i
-
lization or mission change is discussed. The land and faci-
lities are categorized in four ways! ( 1 ) fully used, ( 2 3
not being put to optimum use, ( 3 ) underutilized) and (43
not utilized based on current and/or projected use (8:23.
Any management plans such as forestry and wildlife are sum-
marized and design guidelines are prepared. The entire e m
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p h a s i s of this section is to give the planners an ova r a 1 1
map for the siting of projects and provide long range plan-
ning for orderly development of the base.
7.2.1 Site Appro v a 1 s
Using the proposed land and facility use plan, e a c h
ma j o r project submitted to the c h a i n of c o mma n d fa r ap-
proval and funding is required to have a site approval re-
quest attached. The site request must conform w 1th t h e
siting specified in the most current 'master plan. There are
several reasons for the submittal of a site approval re-
quest. They include prevention of budget waste, protection
of master plan integrity, quality control, land-use cor-
rectness and to ensure compliance with safety criteria
(11:4450-1).
Most site requests are y simple and straight-
forward. They are documented using a map showing the site,
a description of the project and the justification for the
project. If airfield safety is involved, the e 1 e v a t i o n of
the airfield, ground elevation, construction height, dis-
tance from the runway, and the runway elevation perpen-
dicular to the site are required. For electro magnatic ra-
diation involvement, antenna locations, antenna heights,
equipment characteristics, operation frequencies, and o t h e r
information should be included. The same rationale exists
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solutions. These could be modifications to the utility sys-
terns, changes in traffic circulation or changes in Ian
d
use. The solutions are outlined in the master plan.
For example) an ECP was developed for the Yokosuka
Naval Base (11:4420-3). The base is the principal port for-
th e Seventh Fleet in the Naval Force Japan area. Any combat
ship including aircraft carriers can be a c c o mm o d a t e d in the
berths and d r y d o c k s . Ma n y of the facilities w ere c o n -
structed during World War II and approxi ma t e 1 y 5,000 Per-
sonnel are employed on the base.
In developing the ECP, the forms of energy c o n s u m e d
(electricity, d i e s e 1 fuel, and gasoline) were studied to
determine how they were transported and who were the major
users. Building on this data, the current energy conser-
vation study and the energy engineering program studies
were analyzed. The energy conservation study was conducted
to identify and develop energy conservation projects and to
assist the base in meeting its goals. The energy engi-
neering program included studies on cogeneration, energy
monitoring and control systems, and heating power plant
optimization. These studies and the data produced several
energy conservation investment program (military c o n -
struct ion scope) and energy technology applications program
(less than military construction scope) projects. These
projects were listed in the energy cense r v a t i o n plan a 1 o n g
with the land use planning, facility siting, and infra-
S7

structure develop m e n t r e c o mmendations that i m p a c ted ene r g y
use. The long range impacts included replace m e n t of old
facilities with new energy-efficient buildings and the de-
velopment of cogeneration. The plan was then incorporated
into the Yokosuka Naval Base Master Plan.
7 . 4 P r e 1 im i n a r y E n v i r o n rn e n t a 1 Assess m e n t
Another result of the master plan is the environmental
documentation. In 1 3 fo 3 the National .Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) was enacted to provide guidance on comprehensive
environmental policy for both the public and private sec-
tors. The NEPA requires "a systemic, interdisciplinary ap-
proach which will insure the integrated use of natural and
social sciences and environmental design arts in planning
and decision making which ma y have an i m pact on m a n ' s en-
vironment" (3:2).
To ensure NEPA compliance, N a v y d i r a c t i v a s h a v e inte-
grated environmental planning wit h master plan d e v e 1 o p m e n t
.
:-i fhaThe environmental impact of the plan is assessed using
same logic established for environmental impact statements.
This is conducted through the use of preliminary en v i r o n
-
mental assessments.
The Purpose of the preliminary environmental assess-
ment (PEA) is to "alert" the activity and its chain of com-
mand to potential e n v i r o n m e n t a 1 p r o b 1 ems and the possible
S3

need for further d
o
cumentation (8:2). The P E A should be
complete enough to alio w planners to m a k e o b j e c t i v a deci-
sions concerning environmental impacts. Input to the PEA
shoul a ce uobtained from the existing conditions analysis.
The PEA must be consistent in format and content to insure
adequate assessment and review. As a result originators of
PEA's are required to follow a specific outline. na im-
pacts analyzed by the PEA are only for those projects r e
-
c o mm ended by the master plan.
The ^EA consists of seven distinct parts (3:2). The
cover sheet provides general information such as the title
and point of contact. The summary and introduction outline
the major findings of the PEA, the objectives of the master
plan, and the r e c o mm en da
t
ions. The fourth section presents
a description of the existing environmental conditions. The
basic idea is to present the interrelationships and cumu-
lative impacts of the master plan. Some areas o P e c i a
i n t er e are the presence of endangered species, cultural
m i t i n g quality oresources, or any !i
topography .
The remaining sections of the PEA evaluate the pro-
jects listed in the capital improvements plan. Each project
is evaluated for its potential environmental impact, espe-
cially in relation to federal regulations such as the Clean
Water Act, Coastal Zone Management Act and Archaeological
Resources Protection Act. If any significant adverse e n -
S3

vironmental impact is determined after analysis of the p r o
-
j e c t s i the PEA requires an outline and a cost/benefit anal-
ysis of the steps necessary to mitigate the i m pact. This
last section pro m o t e s an earl y planning emphasis to lessen
any environmental damage that may occur.
Appendix F contains a typical PEA used by the Southern
Division of the Naval Facilities Engineering Co mma n d
.
7 . 5 C a pita! I m p r o v e m e n t s Plan
Perhaps the most important result of an activity m a s
ter plan is the capital improvements plan or CIP. The CIP
is "a formalized program for implementing the recom-
mendations of the Master Plan" (20). The CIP establishes
priorities and construction/demolition phasing for the pro-
jects - that were identified during the development of the
master plan. It provides the main background documentation
for these projects so detailed planning and site approvals
can take place. Each project is analyzed to ensure that it
is in compliance with the proposed land use.
The CIP essentially consists of an independent docu-
ment that has three sections! planning objectives, project
identification, and project descriptions (8:2). The plan-
ning objectives basically contain a brief statement c o v -
e r i n g the objectives of t h e master plan and identify spe-
cific projects that support each objective.
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The project identification section gives a or - a * j a -
script ion of the project) assigns a project n u m oar, pro-
poses a prog r a iti year for a c c oimp 1 i s hme n t j as t i ma t e s the
cost, and anticipates the funding type. A s i t a development
plan of the entire activity will b a included that indicates
the location of the projects. Information on the buildings,
utilities, transportation and landscape i rn p r o
v
events a r a o n
the plan.
The third section, Project cr i p t ions v e r s o
those projects that are considered critical to the acti-
vity. These projects are positive candidates for funding
within the six year time span of the master plan. Various
aspects of the project are outlined beginning with the pro-
ject title, project scope, and requirements which include
an analysis of why the project is needed and the impact if
the project is not provided. The siting considerations such
as airfield safety clearances and environmental criteria
are addressed along with any special permits to be ob-
tained, required utilities and other requirements. Each
constraint and requirement is fully described and docu-
mented .
Each project is shown on a site d e v e 1 o p m e n t ? Ian d e -
tailing the adjacent facilities and land use constraints.
The plan also s h o w s the facility orientation, par !: i n g ,
landscaping, drainage and any other appropriate items. The
design considerations f o r the pr o j a c t a re o u t 1 i n e d t o p r o -
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vide t h a project designers wit h a "starti n g poin
info r ma t i on
quiraments; interior space arrangements an d a n y o t h e r u r ban
design requirements. The last item addressed is the phasing
of the project including any infrastructure changes that
mus t take place.
The C I P is updated when the ma star plan is updated as
a minima m
.
f i t i ermined by the activity and its
major claimant that revisions are necessary due to changing
priorities, the C I P will be updated w i t h o u t re v i s i o n of the
master plan. The CIP is then approved by the Chief of Naval
Qperat ions.
7.5.1 P r e - D e s i g n P r o g r a mm i n g
As an extension of the C I P , pre-design programming is
the beginning of a successful facility design. Pre-design
programming is "a comprehensive organized approach to faci-
lity design which involves an in-depth understanding of
activity requirements) written down in such a way that both
designer and activity understand" (3:2). The p r o g r a rum i n g
i n v o 1 v e s the collection of i n f o r ma t i o n an d r squire m a n t s
that the construction of the facility must meet. It s h o u 1
d
be performed before the project d o c u m e n t a t i o n is c o m p 1 e t e d
.
Fundinq is the activity's responsibility and the E P is

available for assistance in c o rt d u c t i n g the ? r e-design pro-
g r amm i ng .
7.5.2 CIP Projects
In general, projects are analyzed and the items of
work are classified into one of four areas! ma intenance,
repair, construction and equipment installation. The cost
of the classification area is compared against the funding
limits outlined in Figure IS (11:1243-2) to determine who
approves the project and what appropriation is appropriate.
From that point, it is placed into a program for funding.
For example, if a project is determined to be con-
struction and under $ 2 5 % j it would fall under the com-
manding officer's authority to approve and fund. If the
cost is between $25,000 and $200,000, the major claimant
would have the responsibility for f u n d i n "i o s e projects
submitted to the major claimant ma k e up the special p r o -
j e c t s program. Any construction project over $200,000 falls
within the military construction program. Military con-
struction projects require approval by the U . S . Congress
and are involved in the POM p r o c e s s w h i c h will be discusse d
shortly.
The focus of the CIP is primarily on the m i 1 i t a r y c o n
-
struct ion projects and major special projects. D o c u m e n
t a t i o n is prepared for each project and sub m i 1 1 e d t o the
7 3

chain of c o mtna n d for inclusion in the a p p r c - p r i at e progra m .
The special projects program is straightf o r w a r d a n c
funding, if available, can be obtained within two years.
The military construction program, on the other hand, is
fairly complex and requires at least four years from docu-
mentation Preparation to construction start.
7.5.3 Military Construction Prog r a mm i n g
Th e MCON ( M i 1 i t a r y Construction, N a v y ) p r o g r a m con-
sists of three components (11:4592-1). New missions or
hardware such as the Trident submarine require new instal-
lations for support. Major directed initiatives which are
approved by the Office of the Secretary of Defense or the
Chief of Naval Operations usually require either the mod-
ernization of existing facilities or the construction of
new facilities. Energy conservation and Pollution abatement
are examples of major directed initiatives. The third com-
ponent is the correction of existing deficiencies. These
MCON projects provide resources to replace aging, obsolete
structures and the rehabilitation of substandard faci-
lities.
Documentation t o military construction project
prepared by the activity using a D D form 1391. An example
is given in Figure 19 (11:4592-1). The documentation is
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then submit tad to the chain of comand for rev i ew and ap-
proval .
After the planning process is complete and the pro-
jects for MCON approval have been documented and reviewed)
they ^r e Placed in the Military Construction Requirements
List? a data base system used in the Navy Programming Sys-
tem or the POM process as it is called. The POM process
basically provides for the evaluation of competing re-
quirements to determine the resources that will be devotee
to the construction program. It then evaluates the con-
struction projects to determine which will be accomplished
in a given year.
The POM process begins when the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense provides annual guidance and the proposed
resources for the next five years. The resources are i t
national strategy. The Chief of N a v a 1 Operations ( C N ) then
distributes the Navy's resources to the C NO r e s o u r c e s p o n -
sors who are the Deputy Chiefs of Naval Operations (DCMO's)
and the Directors of Ma j o r Staff Off nwc'i ' .- •.
sponsors s u c h as surface warfare, air wa rfare. sub ma r i n e
warfare, and intelligence are oriented to the major m ission
requirements of the N a v y
.
The resource sponsor c o mpares the res o u r c e s to t h e
requirements of the mission and d e v e 1 o p s t h e S p o n s o r P r o -
gram Proposal (SPP). The package consists of the distri-
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b u t i o n of res o u r c a s a
m
ong the c o m p e t i n g p r o g r a m 3 including
adequate funding for an y military construct i n projects. At
this point, C NO OP - 4 4 serves as the assessment s p n s r a n
d
recommends to each resource sponsor the appropriate re-
source level for the sponsor's military construction re-
quirements. The recommendations are based on a baseline
assessment which covers all re c mm e n d a t ions m a d e to the
sponsor on the funding of projects, not just MCON . The re-
commendations are also based on results of the Shore Faci-
lities Programming Board. The Board is attended by the re-
source sponsors, major claimants who work for the resource
sponsors, and chaired by OP- 44. It convenes in the fall at
the beginning of the POM process. The board provides the
major claimants the opportunity to advise their sponsors of
their facilities requirements for the upcoming POM.
When the MCON projects are documented, the Naval Faci-
lities Engineering Co mma n d assembles the budget request
which is submitted in July to the Navy Comptroller for re-
view an d a p p r v a 1 . The budget request is then r e v i e w e d
jointly by the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the
Office of Ma n a g e men t and Budget. Their decisions a r e ha n d a
down as Program Budget Decisions in N v e m b e r and D e c e m b e r
.
A f t e r the changes are i n c r p r a t e d , the MCON p r g r a m 1 s
submitted to Congress in J a n u a r y
.
Congress p r v i d a s MCON authorization t h r u g h the House
and Senate A r m e d S e r v ices Co mm i 1 1 e e s and appropriations
7S

from the Appropriations C o mm i 1 1 e e s i he execution t h e
P rogr a m begins o n 1 c t o b e r (the o ret ica i 1 y ) u p o n passage of
the Military Construction A u t h o rization an d A. p p r o p r i a t i o n
Act. The p r o g r a m execution is the responsibility of NA V F A C
-
ENGCOM which delegates authority and responsibility to its
field offices.
Figures 20 and 21 (11:4532-1) detail the MCON docu-
m e n t s flow and p r o v i d e an e >x a mpie of the POM p recess a s i t
relates to the fiscal year 1 3 S S m i 1 i t a r y construction pro-
gram. As can be seen, the entire process will t a k e four
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FY 19_51 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA
2. DATE
14 APR 1983
3. INSTALLATION ANO LOCATION












8. PROJECT COST (JOOO)
5,400
t. COST ESTIMATES
ITEM U/M QUANTITY UNITCOST
COST
(SOOO)
UNDERWATER WEAPON SYSTEMS LABORATORY ....
SYSTEMS TEST 6 CONTROL LABORATORY











SUPERVISION, INSPECTION 6 OVERHEAD (5.5%). .
TOTAL REQUEST. ••.....•.••....
TOTAL REQUEST (ROUNDED)



































10. DESCRIPTION OP PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
Three one-story masonry buildings with brick facing, concrete foundations
and floors, built-up and wood roofs, some non-magnetic construction with
laminated wood framing, raised flooring, shielding, compressed air system,
fire protection system, mechanical ventilation and air conditioning,
environmental controls, utilities; elliptical test pool, waterproofed
concrete liner, remote circulation system; demolition of three buildings.
TT. REQUIREMENT: 11,680 SF* ADEQUATE: SF. SUBSTANDARD: 2,310 SF.""
PROJECT : Provides facilities for testing and analyzing mine and torpedo
countermeasur es
.
REQUIREMENT : Adequate facilities for testing and evaluating Navy
countermeasures against mine warfare. The mines of the near future are
weapons which react to the simultaneous presence of several signatures from
a single target (magnetic, pressure, seismic, acoustic) . In addition,
computer technology has greatly enhanced target discrimination capability
and countermeasur e resistance. This presents a serious threat to naval
security. To meet this threat, funds have been committed to procure two
new classes of mine warfare vessels and a new model of mine countermeasures
helicopter. This facility will provide the means to analyze such mines to
allow appropriate sweep and countermeasure tactics to be developed and
tested, thus enhancing the effectiveness of these new ships and helicopters.
(Continued on DD 1391c)
DO 1 DEC 78 1391 PREVIOUS EDITIONS MAY BE USED INTERNALLYUNTIL EXHAUSTED PACE NO.


























































































































































3 . 1 Boiling A. n a c g s t i a Air S a 5 9 C o m p 1 e
Boiling Air Fores Bass and Anacostia Naval Air Station are
co located in Washington, D.C. Their history from the I960'
3
provides a good sense of wh at needs to be considered in master
planning in terms of the base location.
I n 1 3 5 1 the N a v y and the Air Force developed s e p a r ate
master plans for the two bases. The plans ware presented to the
National Capital Planning Co mm i s s i o n , the Co mm i s s i n of Fine
A r t s 1 and the Senate Armed Services Committee. The plans were
rejected and the Senate Armed Services Committee directed joint
military planning for facilities in the Washington area. Acting
on this, the Office of the Secretary of Defense created a study
group consisting of personnel from the Army, Na v y , and Air
Force. The study group prepared the "Cantonment Study" in 1361
and advised the Senate on its recommendations to provide two
troop housing centers for the Washington area. One center was
to be at Fort Myers and the other at the Bolling-Anacostia c m
-
P 1 e x . Both centers would provide joint use facilities with Fort
Myers serving personnel at the Pentagon and B o 1 1 i n g - A n a c s t 1 a
serving its own area and the Washington N a v y Y a r d . Design r e
p o n s i b i 1 i t y was assigned to f h C n e 3 a p e a k a Division <n f y h
Java! Facilities Engineering Command in 1354. The EFD then con-

t r 3 c t e d with an Archi tect-Enginser firm t o produce the ma s t e r
plan.
The emphasis of the master plan was to create a 1 i v i n
g
area with two 1 » 5 Q person enlisted b a r r a c k s , 300 e n 1 i s t e
d
5 5 person bache-
lor officer quarters, an exchange, commissary and several re-
reational f a c i 1
i
1 i f ! a c c n i-
i. I « a s u c h as a bowling d a g y m n a s i u m
The goals involved in the design i n eluded a m pie p -; 9i go o
landscaping, and no vehicle traffic in the living area
(15:356)
.
Given this general outline of what was required, the plan-
ners surveyed the area and identified several constraints that
needed to be addressed in the master Plan. The major considera-
tion was the location of the complex. When the Washington area
i s v i e w e d from the south and the Potomac River, the facilities
at Bolling-Anacostia feature predominantly in the landscape. As
a result the new facilities were required to blend with the
overall "picture" of historic sites and government m o n u m e n t s
.
Other considerations included potential flooding from the
Potomac River and the close proximity of the Washington Nation-
al Airport. The flooding potential wa s sol v e d b y i n c r e a s i n g t h
*
floor elevations of the new facilities.
dent Potentials from the airport were studied and impacted o
the location and size of the structures. Soil conditions we
r




The Bolling-Anacostia c o m p 1 e < is locate d o n o r near a h i s -
tori c Nat i v e Am e r ican v i 1 1 a g e wh i c h wa s t a k en into ^c c oun t in
siting the facilities. Another design guideline provided that
the par k ing lots would be screened with shrubbery.
The basic idea behind the master plan was to create a base
that satisfied all the requirements, was functional, within
funding guidelines, and pleasing to the eye.
3 . 2 The Naval Academy
In 19 6 6 the Naval Academy began an eight year construction
program to rehabilitate old facilities, replace utility sys-
tems, and construct new academic buildings (12:253). The p r c -
gram was based on the expansion in the curriculum from 50
courses in 1959 to 300 in 1963. The facilities at the time of
the expansion were built beginning in 1905 and were considered
structurally sound, but in need of major over Haul to accom-
modate the increased w o r k 1 o ad and the d e v e 1 o pm e n t n e w
teaching methods. The basis for the construction program wa s
the master plan provided by the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command in 1964.
As with any master plan, the planners were faced with many
constraints in developing the ideal Academy. One was the loca-
tion of the Academy on r e c 1 a i m e d land fro m t h .—» pj v e^m River
tinThis constraint led the planners away from land acquisn mn
land redevelop mant, Nonessential functions we r e re m o v e d f r 3 m





Construction included the largest cade:;,- j _ i i t / e • a
built at the Acacamy as we 1 t i o n or several
'he rehabilitation provided f o r
the rearrangement of interior spaces to increase utilization
and new utility services. A ma j o r consideration for the plan-
ners was the phasing of construction to create as little dis-
ruption as Possible.
During the construction Program, additional facilities
were planned to accommodate the expansion. They included a new
i b r a r y and e n g i n e e building. Easy accessibility
library to the students and the facility was a key factor in
its siting. The planners also provided for future expansion.
Other constraints that were considered in the master plan
development included architectural styles, flexibility in space
re-allocation for changing curriculumsi and accessibility to
the buildings. Traffic patterns for vehicles and pedestrians
w ere addressed along with the expansion of the utility s y s t e m
s
to a c c omm o d a t e the new construction. Open space to buffer v a r -
i o u s land use areas still maintained a high priority in the
design.
The master plan provided a basis to continue growth at the
N aval Academy as conditions and c u r r i c u 1 u m 5 change. If k e p t u
p
to date, the document can anticipate the needs and requirements
of the a c a d e m i c c omm unity .
8 . 3 CBC Port Hueneme
3 5

The Construction Battalion Center ( CEC < a: Port Hue n erne
California, whose mission i a t o support construction b a c t a 1 ions
is currently updating their master plan. The E^C contracted
with an Architect-Engineer f i r m to provide a revised docu ti e n t
at a cost of $425*000. The work began in September 13 85 with
the revision of the facility planning documents for the base.
The plan is presently approaching percent r e v i e >
follows the general schedule of approximately 14 months to com-
plete a master plan.
The main features of the base include a harbor, battalion
headquarters facilities, training facilities, supply faci-
lities, housing, and recreation facilities. The harbor is owned
by the Navy, but is also utilized by the Qxnard Harbor District
and is the western port for Mazda. The base also provides sup-
port to deployed battalions in various countries throughout the
w o r Id,
In the development of the master plan, emphasis is being
P 1 3 c e d in two areas! encroachment and recreation CI). V a r i o u s
f 3 c l 1 i t i e
:
being planned and constructed along the outer
perimeters of the base t o s t op possible encroachment by the
surrounding co mm unity. The current offices for Morale. Welfare,
sr.d Peer est ion are decentralized en the base. The concept is t:
centralize those facilities between the golf course and the
i l I i w -l. TT '_- LJ O I r O '_ l: a '- '-' r-" ! W V J w c r c c i ' £ 3 l ion C C f"
lso, the r r e^ a y o u the bsse Pisces the bar r act, -, ._ -
^. 3 l— *-. i ^ l-» H a " -j i - ~ a -^ ^*
from the industrial a r s a .
te 3 graenbelt thru
a .-.-..— ^ -

base to separate these areas. Recreation space such as a b i k
e
path would be Pro v i d e d and the result w o u 1 d i
n
crease t h e a e s
-
thetics of the area.
The Planners for the CBC are attempting t o balance t h e
industrial requirements for the base and provide the personnel
with an attractive area in which to live a n d w o r k .
8.4 Cases Conclusion
As can be seen from the previous descriptions? each base
has a different character and makeup that must be accommodat ed
in the master plan. The emphasis of the plans are not consis-
tent from base to base and the constraints vary dramatically.






. be l n
After reviewing some of the inherent Problems in the Plan-




merit of a master plan, it is apparent that the master plan can
be considered a "snapshot" of what is currently happening at
the activity and what is going to happen. Over the past several
years, one of the main challenges faced by master planners is
that the master plan is essentially out of date before it is
approved. In some cases, the development can take up to two
years .
One change being discussed is to shorten the development
time by updating only specific parts of the master Plan (13).
Various aspects of the plan are consistent and do not need to
be updated each time the plan is revised. For e x a
m
pie, the his-
tory of the area and natural constraints s u c h as f 1 o o d plains
and the geographic aspects remain constant. The basic idea is
to write these sections of the plan to be par m a n e n t and o n 1 y
u sJ G a l c Lilt L. _' n z> u i -a i M L Zt a u L i i c a r\ x w ^ — '. i i -as _ M a V c — . i z\ i i zt — — I i i G
master plan would be arranged for easy removal of any section
for revision.
Another challenge which has been plaguing the master plan
d e v elopment process is the experience of the planners. Due to

t the E F D , only tan to fifteen Percent of the
ma star plans are developed in-house. The rest are contracted to
Architect-Engineer firms. This challenge i s being overcome as
•more firms are gaining experience in master plan development.
Currently it is estimated that the Architect-Engineer firms ^r e
nearly as experienced as the i n - h o a s e E F D teams (13).
One of the concerns in the organization of NAVFACENGCOM
was the two parallel systems for planning. Essentially there
wa s one chain of review for the basic facility requi r erne n t s
involved in the Shore Facilities Planning System. Another chain
of c omma n d wo r k e d with the installations planning, specifically
the development of the proposed land use and siting approvals.
These two chains interacted only so far as the individuals were
willing to communicate with each other. Since the development
of a master plan depends on reliable, accurate information from
the Shore Facilities Planning System, NAVFACENGCOM recently
reorganized the two chains into a team concept. Each team is
involved in updating and approving the basic facility require-
ments and performing the installations planning. With the team
concept, co mmunication and coordination are greatly i m p r o v e d
.
The result should be a higher quality planning system, espe-
cially for ma star planning of the activity.
Policy for the capital improvements plan is current! y un-
der revision (IS). The C I P focuses on all the major projects
that can imp r o v e the activity and meet its needs. T h o s e p r o -
j e c t s that are within certain program years w ill be m o re fully
3

emphasized to include any relationships of interest. The e tnp ha
-
w i =f Q < : v!lS P F '_< ! ~ U - 3 'A* I 1 I '_ Q ( I : U f lit L I OSS I "; e p r e d e
gra ram icg discussed earlier.
Until recently? if the master plan was to be developed by
an Architect-Engineer firm, two contracts would be ad m i n i
stared? not necessarily with the same firm. One contract wo u 1
d
cover the updates of the facility planning documents while the
other would be for the actual development of the master plan
based on the updated F P D ' s . This resulted in identical w : -
being done by two firms in terms of background information from
the commands. Due to a policy change, one contract is now is-
sued to cover all the elements of development. The contract
eliminates the duplication of effort and allows one firm to
control development. Better coordination is achieved which re-
sults in a better product.
9.2 Deficiencie
tven though some of the challenges in master planni 3 -a . =
being i t h innovative f hintinking, some inherent p r o b I e m
s
L ! i r S in -a i n . 3 O TH6 lORIP la 1 ilia l n a I a i a SSiiSrabSQ
o many
.a _ aareas of concern and the results are v^r y v ague .
in nPPBMU IX L< l!la*rolu *t I < •- . I 2 sul'Juii i. 'J Ua l a
to update the facility planning documents and the ma s t e r plan
is staggering. There is no way around this problem except ::
91

8 n 3 u r" s that t n e h i =*
w o r k i n g document. I
f i 1 i ? oH K
tf h n 1
1
Id contain all the
* •-,he base and pro v ids logical relationships
'ital aspects of
bet w e e n various
i i i h azee it w
i
by the activity planners.
One deficiency that directly relates to the amount of data
the "garbage in, garbage out" scenario. Since many datausee
sources are u t 1 i z e d in the development of a ma 4- .-, .• -^P ! a n i l
imperative that the data be reliable to guarantee that the plan
no- garbage". Unfortunately, as noted w hen the p 1 a n n i
n
process was discussed, no plan can be 100 percent accurate
because of the difficulty in predicting the future. Missions do
change along with the base loading of an activity.
Another complaint is that the planning system, including
the master Plan, is not capable of handling rapid change
(22:298). It is perceived to be y ar y inflexible. Its long range
emphasis may inhibit any short range objectives that m u s t be
reached .
A major challenge presented to the planner is the organi-
zation of a bass. During the last two decades, bases have been
split more and more into tenant commands. This trend may in-
crease the effectiveness of the individual cc mma no. but create s
havoc for coordination and Planning. Instead of one point of
control for the base, there are dozens. Each command must be
inter iewed and its mission and needs assessed. This increases
:d in preparing a master plan tremendously. Yet- - - . .. E I I I V -J

it is a vital step to ensure a valuable end result. Another
aspect to this challenge is the rotation of k e y individuals in
the commands . Usually if good document a t von is kept, this will
only be a small hurdle. Unfortunately, there are cas e s w h e r e a
n ew c o mma n d i n g officer has required complete revision of a plan
to emphasize aspects not considered as important by his or her
predecessor.
Perhaps the most important variable in the plannin g ? r o -
cess is politics. The most obvious source of politics is the
U.S. Congress. When the documentation for a military construc-
tion project leaves the hands of the Navy) there is no guaran-
tee that the project will be funded or remain in its current
form. Politics will also play a role at the local activity
level. For example, the siting of various facilities at the C B
C







The development of a U.S. Naval shore a c t iv i t y master
an, from the first step of data collection to the f i n a ap-
proval by the Chief of Naval Operational is a c o m
p
lex p r o cess
.
It requires an intense effort to analyze requirements and con-
straints, evaluate alternatives, produce an ideal m o del, and
adapt that 'model to the site. Just the analysis of the facil-
ities requirements alone may involve enormous amounts of data
gathering to ensure that the final document is usable.
Along with the complexity in developing a master plan, it
is also sometimes difficult for an outside organization to de-
termine the interrelationships between different c omnia n d s . Ma n y
activities have an intricate web of functions that support each
other or should be isolated from each other. In the t i m e al-
lowed to develop a plan, the planners may overlook some areas
Yet, even with these considerations. e x eel lent m a s t e r
plans are produced by both i n - h o u s e Engineering Field Division
teams and Architect-Engineer firms. These plans are the product
of good coordination and communication between the users an d
the planners. They show that user input to the master plan in
94

terms of missions and needs is a vital step in plan develop-
ment. - • ; _ this input, the master plan
*.:•• "~; r : 1 - " e ~ : - : : - e a c t iv 1 z y T fr provides a f r amewo r
- ch to build all facilities planning proposals and r e cc m m e n -
cations. It also provide 1 1 ima t e go
a
e r ms or land use
for the activ-ty ana, occasionally, the surrounding cornmun ^ :
.
.
One e xamp 1 a wo uld he the effect of the Lane Use 2 v. -• a z 1 ; " 1 t /
Program on nearby urban developments.
Master planning should be a continuous process. Efforts
-Hi-- " - He m = H a a * (ha art iuil'v = n H C rr Pi 1 a t* a 1 e t- n n r r» *j ' H a i » r» —
dated inputs to the Shore Facilities Planning System on a peri-
od i c o a s ; s . These updates will reflect the changing needs of
the users and provide a solid base when updating the SFPS
preparation for master plan development.
Overall, master plans 5r e invaluable guides for planners.
The] provide a current "snapshot" of the activity and attempt
: : realistically predict the future. They also provide z a n t i -
nu i t y for planners as the co mma nd structure *r,i personnel
change. Master plans are documents that deserve emphases at
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OUTLINE POP THE PROPOSED MASTER PLAN





NAVAL COMPLEX JACKSONVILLE MASTER PLAN
COMPLEX OVERVIEW
Executive Summary











A. Description/ Location of Activities in the Complex and Missions
3. History








6. Precipitation and Surface Drainage
7. Wetlands and Floodplalns
3. Groundwater

















C. Environmental Management Jurisdictions











E. Cultural and Recreation
P. Medical
G. Churches
71. Land Use Compatibilities/Encroachment
711. Navy Functions within the Complex
A. Operational & Training Facilities
3. Maintenance 4 Production
C. Research, Development 4 Test Facilities
D. Supply Facilities
E. Medical and Dental Facilities
F. Administrative Facilities
G. Housing and Community
H. Utilities and Ground Improvements
1. Seal Estate
7III. Development of Concepts
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1. Geology, Topograpay and Soils
2. Plood Hazards
3. Wetlands
4. Vege cation and Wildlife
5. Land Management
3. Man-made Environment















4. Buildings and Structures
5. Security fencing
6. Operational Constraints
a. Explosive Safety Quantity Distance (ZSQD) Arcs
b. Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) Hazards
c. Hazardous Waste Storage Facilities/Landfills
d. Airfield Safety Violation/Waivers
e. Air Installation Compatible ase Zones
C. Site Development Potential
III. Requirements Analysis
A. Methodology
3. Command Structure, Missions and Locations





S. Current and Proposed Operations
P. Program Analysis (3y Category Code)
G. Future Mission Changes





3. Ideal Functional Relationsnips
C. Existing Functional Relationships
D. Proposed Functional Relationships
7. Land Use and Site Development
A. Existing Land Use
3. Proposed Land Use
C. Proposed Supporting Utilities
0. Circulation
1. Vehicular Circulation and Parking











VI. Capital Improvements Plan
A. Planning Objectives
3. Project Identification





A. Preliminary Environmental Assessment
3. Air Installation Compatible Use Zones
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1. Geology, Topograpny ana Soils
2. Flood Hazards
3 . We elands
4. Vegetation and Wildlife
5. Land Management
3. Man-made Environment














4. 3uildings and Structures
5. Operational Constraints
a. Explosive Safety Quantity Distance (ISQD) Arcs
b. Electromagnetic Radiation Hazards
c. Hazardous Waste Storage Facilities /Landfills
C. Site Development Potential
III. requirements Analysis
A. Metnodology
3. Command Structure, Missions and Locations
C. Tenants 3ase loadings
1. Personnel
2. Patient
E. Current and Proposed Operations
?. Program Analysis (3y Category Code)
G. Future Mission Changes




3. Ideal Functional delationsnips
C. Existing Functional rlelationsnips
D. Proposed Functional Relationsnips
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7. Land Use and Sice Developement
A. Existing Land Use
3. Proposed Land Use
C. Proposed Supporting Utilities
0. Circulation










71. Capital Improvements Plan
A. Planning Objectives
B. Project Identification
C. Detailed Project Description
D. Demolition Plan
711. Appendices
A. Preliminary Environmental Assessment
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1. Geology, Topography and Soils
2. Flood Hazards
3. Wetlands
4. Vegetation and Wildlife
5. Land Management
3. Man-made Environment














4. Bui Ldings and Structures
5. Security Fencing
6. Operational Constraints
a. Explosive Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) Arcs
b. Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) Hazards
c. Hazardous Waste Storage Facilities/Landfills
d. Airfield Safety Criteria
C. Site Development Potential
III. Requirements Analysis
A. Methodology
3. Command Structure, Missions and Locations
C. Personnel Loading
D. Current and Proposed Operations
E. Program Analysis (3y Category Code)
?. Future Mission Cnanges




3. Ideal Functional Relationships
C. Existing Functional Relationships
D. Proposed Functional Relationships
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7. Land Use and Sice Development
A. Existing Land Use
3* Proposed Land Use
C. Proposed Supporting Utilities
0. Circulation









71. Capital improvements Plan
A. Planning Objectives
3. Project Identification
C. Detailed Project Description
D. Demolition Plan
711. Appendices
A. Preliminary Environmental Assessment
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1. Geology, Topography and Soils
2. Flood Hazards
3. We elands
4. Vegetation and Wildlife
5. Land Management
3. Man-made Environment















4. Buildings ana Structures
5. Security Fencing
6. Operational Constraints
a. Explosive Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) Arcs
b. Electromagnetic Radiation (ZMR) Hazards
c. Hazardous Waste Storage Facilities/Landfills
d. Airfield Safety Criteria
C. Sice Development Potential
III. Requirements Analysis
A. Methodology
3. Command Structure, Missions and Locations
C. Personnel Loading
D. Current and Proposed Operations
E. Program Analysis (By Category Code)
F. Future Mission Changes






3. Ideal Junctional Relationships
C. Existing Functional Relationships
D. Proposed Functional Relationships
1. Maintenance
2. Operations
7. Land Use and Site Development
A. Existing Land Use
3. Proposed Land Use
C. Proposed Supporting Utilities
0. Circulation
1. Vehicular Circulation and Parking









VI. Capital Improvements Plan
A. Planning Objectives
3. Project Identification
C. Detailed Project Description
D. Demolition Plan
7X1. Appendices
A. Preliminary Environmental Assessment
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4. Vegetation and Wildlife
5. Land Management
3. Man-made Environment














4. Buildings and Structures
5. Operational Constraints
a. Explosive Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) Area
b. Electromagnetic Radiation (EMS.) Hazards
c. Hazardous Waste Storage Facilities/Landfills
C. Site Development Potential
III. Requirements Analysis
A. Methodology
B. Command Structure, Missions and Locations
C. Personnel Loading
D. Current and Proposed Operations
E. Program Analysis (By Category Code)
F. Future Mission Gaanges




3. Ideal Functional Relationships
C. Existing Functional Relationships
D. Proposed Functional Relationships
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V. Land Use and Site Development
A. Existing Land Use
3. Proposed Land Use
C. Proposed Supporting Utilities
D. Circulation








71. Capital Improvemencs Plan
A. Planning Objectives
3. Project Identification
C. Detailed Project Description
D. Demolition Plan
VII. Appendices




OUTLINE FOR SUGGESTED DATA COLLECTION CONSIDERATION!
1 1

MASTER PLAN DATA GATHERING
This outline has been developed to assist in the data-
gathering effort needed to support the master plan. Sections I
and II deal with the overall station situation, and should be
completed by station planning personnel. Section III is more
specifically directed to individual departments and should be
detached and distributed to each organizational unit^ for response
and returned to the designated point of contact.
•»
If existing material, such as marked-up or undated copies
of the master plan, which provides the necessary information is
available, it should be attached. If any. additional information
not specifically addressed is considered of importance to the
planning process, it may also be attached.
I. Overall station information (to be provided to master planning
team by station planning department)
.
1. General development, station, vicinity and regional maps.
2. Regional or vicinity planning documents.
3. Circulation and parking information (including inter-
section geometry or capacity problems, parking
deficiencies, and accident information or areas
identified as having accident potential).
4. Utility maps and summaries of utilities condition and
suitability.
5. Station land management plan or forestry plan. (Items cf
special interest include: floodpla ins/we tl int area
designations and maps; maps illustrating floral and
faunal distribution and density; soil types ani distri-
bution; hydrologic data; illustrations and daca pertinent
to sites of archeologic or historic interest; and any
data pertinent to physical features of unusual occurrence
or importance.)
6. Organizational charts.
7. Mission and tasks statements.
i
8. Station history (OPNAV 5750-1, Command History).
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9. Base loading figures and projections by department and
tenants (include dependents and retired personnel, if
possible)
.
10. Host-tenant agreements and interservice support agreements*.
11. Existing explosives, radiological or electromagnetic
safety data, including existing magazine capapities and
waivers.
12. MILCON projects and justification.
13. Environmental impact documents pertaining to completed
and/or ongoing .construction projects that would have
relevance to establishing the environmental setting of
the station (including any MOUs concerning environmental
mitigation or enhancement)
.
II. Station analysis (by station planning personnel or other
central point of contact)
.
1. Describe any problem areas which affect the station as
a whole. This may include regional or community problems,
such as encroachment or development trends.
2. Describe any existing positive or beneficial relation-
ships between the station and the neighboring community.
3. Describe the interrelationships between the various
station departments and tenants as they affect operations
and work flow. Schematic diagrams should be included
where appropriate.
4. Describe any additional problem areas or factors which
could be included in the master planning analysis.
Include "crystal ball" or wishful thinking ideas for
improvement of the" station and its ability to perform
its missions. "."'*
III. Departmental analysis (by each department).
1. Name of department.
2. Describe the function of the department and its sub-
unites, including operational and work flow schematics, as
required. Relate the departmental function to the
context of the overall station mission.
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Tabulate the number of personnel assigned to the depart-




identify job type, such as administration, clerical,
technician, instructor, etc.
Describe current workload of the department in appro-
priate units. Include any anticipated changes in
workload and their affects on personnel, facilities, etc.
Using station or general development maps, indicate
facilities used by the department. Include rema^xs on
facility condition and suitability. Particular attention
is required to note facilities handling or storing
ordnance- with regard to capacities, locations, ESQD arcs,
existing or proposed waivers, and any additional unwaivered
si tuations
.
Describe any MCON projects which will affect the
department or its functions. Include both programmed
and unprogrammed projects.
Describe any "wishful thinking" type projects which
would increase the ability of the department to carry
out its functions more efficiently, or would increase









N.A.S. JACKSONVILLE - BASE EXTERIOR ARCHITECTURE PLAN
Introduction
The following outline of design guideline elements is provided to serve as a checklist
for project reviewing groups (engineers in charge of projects, architectural review
boards, etc.) The intent of the checklist is not to provide detail solutions but to
ensure that all elements of the Base Exterior Architectural Plan have been addressed
in all future projects. Each important guideline element has been outlined and should
be cross referenced with the appropriate guideline section for detailed compliance with
the plan. A rating of acceptable or unacceptable will be given to each category and

































Complete site analysis done.
Microclimate consideration
° no "hot pockets"
solar access
sited for breeze channeling,
take advantage of amenities,
related to surrounding uses,
planned expansion.








Compatible with hierarchy system (roads).
Pedestrian access along roads
Median & buffer on roadways
Planting along roadways.
Parking separate from building(s).
Limited access points.
Parking circulation (within lot).
Separation from roads.


























Varying scale veg. (where appropriate).
Liter/ hazard plants used where not problem.
Planting to scale buildings.
Planting for screening of uses.
Energy Considerations
Summer shade






N.A.S. JACKSONVILLE - BASE EXTERIOR ARCHITECTURE PLAN
Walks and Bikeways
User need analysis







Buffer from roads & parking
Handicapped consideration
° drop-curbs/ continuous grade transition.
° smooth, stable paving on main routes
Crosswalk identification.
Buffered from buildings
Placement in amenity areas.
Plazas and Courtyards
Identification of potential area(s)_
Microclimate considerations
° protection from winter winds
° provision for summer breezes.
° shaded areas
sunny areas.
Amenity orientation (where appropriate).
Scale reflects need and surroundings





















































Ease of handicapped access.
Walls and Fencing









Compatible with buldings/ surroundings.


























NOTES FOR MATRIX ON
LAND USE COMPATIBILITY IN
NOISE AREAS
1. CLEARLY COMPATIBLE : The noise exposure is such that the activities
associated with the land use may be carried out with essentially no
interference from aircraft noise. (Residential' areas: both indoor and
outdoor noise environments are pleasant.)
2. NORMALLY COMPATIBLE : The noise exposure is great enough to be of
some concern, but common building construction will make the indoor
environment acceptable, even for sleeping quarters. (Residential areas:
che oucdoor environment will be reasonably pleasant for recreation and
play.)
3. NORMALLY INCOMPATIBLE : The noise exposure is significantly more
severe so that special building construction is often necessary to mini-
mize adverse impacts on people and reduce interference with performance
of normal activities. (Residential areas: barriers are sometimes
erecced between che sice and prominent noise sources to improve che ouc-
door environment; sound attentuation is recommended in some buildings.)
4. CLEARLY INCOMPATIBLE : The noise exposure at the site is so severe
that construction costs to make the indoor environment acceptable for
performance of activities is significantly more expensive. (Residential
areas: che oucdoor environment would be significantly impacted for
normal residential use.)
5. SLUCM : Standard Land Use Coding Manual. "x" represents SLUCM cace-
gory broader or narrower than, but generally inclusive of, the category
described.
6. The compatibility macrix has been decermined by a number of noise
sensicivicy faccors including: speech communicacion needs; subjeccive
judgemencs of noise compatibility and relative noisiness; need for
freedom from noise intrusions; sleep sensitivity criteria; accumulated
case hiscories of noise complainc experience; and typical noise insula-
tion provided by common types of building construccion.
7. For many land uses, higher levels of excerior noise exposure may be
accepcable provided there is a proper degree of building noise insulation,









THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT - PLANNING REFERENCES
1. Public Law 91-190 of 1 January 1970, "The National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (N EPA)"
2. Public Law 92-500, "The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972"
3. Public Law 92-532 , "The Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972"
4. Public Law 92-583, "The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972"
5. Public Law 93-205, "The Endangered Species Act (Amended by PL 95-632, 96-159
and 97-304)
6. Public Law 95-87, "Prime and Unique Farmlands
7. Executive Order 1 1472 of 29 May 1969 (established the Environmental Quality
Council and the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality).
8. Executive Order 1 1752 of 17 December 1973 (provided for protection and
enhancement of the quality of air and water resources; superceded to EO 1 1507).
9. Executive Order 1 1514 of 5 March 1970 (supported NEPA by further providing policy
and responsibilities related to the protection and enhancement of environmental
quality).
10. Executive Order 1 1593 of 13 May 1971 (provided for the preservation of historical,
architectural and archaeological resources).
1 1. Executive Order 1 1988 of 24 May 1977 (required agencies to reduce the risk of flood
loss and to minimize the impact of floods on human safety, health and welfare).
12. Exectuive Order 1 1989 of 24 May 1977 (Governs the closure of public lands to
off-road vehicle use)
13. Executive Order 1 1990 of 24 May 1977 (required agencies to minimize the
destruction loss or degradation of wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the natural
and beneficial values of wetlands).
14. Council on Environmental Quality NEPA Implementation Regulations, published
Federal Register 29 November 1978 (established uniform procedures/regulations for
implementing NEPA).
15. POD Construction Criteria Manual, DOD 4270.1 -M of I October 1972 (inclduing
1978 "Flood plain" addition).
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16. POD Directive 5100.50 of 24 May 1973 (established pricedures and assigned
responsibility for the use of DOD resources in the protection and enhancement of
environmental quality and established the DOD Committee on Environmental
Quality).
17. DOD Directive 6050.1 of 19 March 1974 (established policy and provided guidance on
DOD administration of NEPA).
18. DODINST 4165.59 of 29 December 1975, "DOD Implementation of the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972"
19. OPNAVINST 11000.14 of 25 September 1976, "The Coastal Zone Management Act"
20. OPNAVINST 6240.3E of 5 July 1977, "The Environmental Protection Manual"
21. NAVFACINST 1 1010.66 of 2 September 1980, "Intergovernmental Coordination of
Land and Facility Plans, Projects, and Programs"
22. NAVFACINST 11010.44D of 19 November 1979, "Shore Facilities Planning Manual"
23. NAVFACINST 1 1010.63A of 26 December 1979, "Planning Services for Navy and
Marine Corps Shore Installations"
24. NAVFACINST 11010.57B of 9 January 1978, "Site Approval of N Aval Shore
Facilities"
25. NAVFAC P-73 of June 1976, "Real Estate Procedural Manual"
26. DOD Directive 4700.1 of 6 Nov 1978, "Natural Resources - Conservation and
Management"
27. DOD Directive 6050.2 of 21 Aug 1974, "Use of off-road vehicles on DOD land"
28. DODINST 5000.13 of 13 Dec 1976, "Natural Resources - The Secretary of Defense
Conservation Award"
29. MCO PI 1000.8 of 7 Apr 1975, "Real Property Facilities Manual, Vol. V,
Environmental Management"
30. MO-100.1 of July 1982, "Natural Resources Land Management"
31. MO- 100.2 of Dec 1981, "Forest Management"
32. MO-100.3 of Feb 1982, "Fish and Wildlife Management"
33. MO-100.4 of Feb 1982, "Outdoor Recreation and Cultural Values"
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APPEND I : r
SAMPLE PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL ASBEEE-'E'. - r I-
SOUTHERN DIVISION. NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING DOMMAND
• :.-

?11>rLLfll$klX SWViaOW>gK7AL ASSSSSMBVr t?zx)
This assessaent prepared by Southern Division Naval ?aciiities lagineerias
Ccasand, in accordance with OPNAVINST 62*10. 3E Change 1 of 5 Noveaber 1975 in
cospliance vita Section 102(2) Cc) of the National Zaviroaaeatal Policy Act of
19^9 and all subsequent aaendaents.'
Submitting POD Coaaonent ; Department of tae Navy
Installation :
Project Title ;




b. Existing lavironaent of Proposed Site:
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?• 3«Iaticasaia of fhi-fXfiri Action 7o Land Use PlaatLJfry/ftlicies and Centrals
for the Affectec /vr«"i. "^ ^~~
Conforas No Plans
. Conflicts
vith "or Area Vith
a. Station Master Plan CD CD.
0. Clean Air Act, as aaended CD a
e. Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, as aaended
cd CD a
d. Solid Vaste Disposal Act,
as asended
o
e. Oth«r Land Use Plaas CD
3». The'Procaole Snvironaental Intact of the rrcocsed Action











Saersy Supply CD CD CD CD CD
Coaauaity Facilities CD CD CD CD CD
Schools 1 1
• a
Vast* Treataeat Facilities CD CD CD CD CD
Utilities O CD CD CD
Laad Marageaeat
;CD :CD CD CD CD
Populatica Patterns CD CD CD a CD
Asoieat Noise CD CD CD CD i i
lir Quality I i
Vater Quality CD CD i i
Solid Vaste Disposal CD CD
Fish aad/or Wildlife a CD CD CD CD
Area Appearaaee- a CD
Other (See Attachment ) CD CD
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U. Alternatives to rA^ Proposed Action
j j




Wo action. The effects of this alternative are discussed^ in Attach-
aent
| |
Various alternatives and their effects are discussed in Attachment
•
5. Any probable Adverse Environmental' Effects Which Cannot 3e Avoided Should the
Prooosed Action 3e Imolemented
Ho adverse effects on the environment are anticipated.
j I Probable adverse effects are described in Attachment
6.
.
Relationship 3etveen Local Short-Term Oses of the Environment and the
Maintenance and Ennancenent of Long-Tern ?roauctivi»y.
No change in short-term use.
No change in the maintenance and /or enhancement of long-term
productivity.
Adverse effects on the environment will occur only during the con-
struction period and these will /will not create permanent or
long-lasting adverse effects.
The proposed action will enhance /expend the short-term use of the
environment by:
Enhance Expend











.( uong-tem proc»ct:.vi-y win o« enna.ncec/exp^cec ay cnanses m
Enhance Sxoend
'
' I I Air and water quality
I 1 1 I Land use
1 1 1 J Utility requirements
I
I
I 1 Operational efficiency
Use of natural resources
Other:
7» Irreversible' and Irretrievable Cof*"* tments of Resources Which «ould 3e
Involved in the ?roocsec Action Should It 5e •Isoleaenteo
!No significant irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources.
No destruction of identified archeological or historical sites.
.No effect on Iciown endangered species of wildlife.
No significant change in land use.
Potentially significant irreversible or irretrievable commitments of
resources are discussed in Attachment
Other:
3. Considerations That Offset the Adverse Environmental Effects
a. Considerations that offset adverse envirsnaental effects are listed i
Attachment
b. Cost benefit analysis of ^ro^o'sei action is Attachaent .
9. Smraary
It is concluded that the proposed action -ill have no significant
adverse effects on the environaent.
There has not been, nor is there currently, any Icaowa controversy
concerning the ^ro^osed action.
3ased on this assessaent, it is concluded that:
An environmental assessaent aust be prepared prior to
implementation of the proposed action.
An envirsnaental statement aust be ?rs?zrtz prior to
implementation of the proposed action.
This is a categorically excluded action which does not normally





Previous taovledge of site*






MATRIX OF DATA TO BE COLLECTED FOR THE
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An overview of activity




1 An overview of
activxty
master planning in, the
United States Navy.

